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Total mileage to date K, yes six hundred and fifty thousand miles You can't beat these cars not
even with a big stick Only problem is if your over 6'tall it's a struggle to get in and out of. No
rust Buy um while you can find them! That's a fact Jack! Bought the car used a year ago. After
an initial problem with the cat conv. I added the IPD bars and the car has an amazing turning
radius for a big car. It hauls dogs and home depot trips in all weather with no complaints. Easily
does 80 mph highway, can take awhile from the 4 hard-working cyls. There are certainly sexier
cars on the the road than Volvo's classic sedan, but few will ever match the reliability and peace
of mind you get while driving the The car is built so well that even at k miles, it still feels new.
Now I routinely get mpg 70 mph, mostly hiway miles. Two plusses: driver's seat position is
excellent for a short person, easy to work on. Downside: while parts are easy to get, they are
somewhat pricier than similar parts for a domestic. If you require a dependable, comfortable
daily driver, consider this older Volvo. Write a review. See all 22 reviews. The least-expensive
Volvo is the Volvo 4dr Sedan. The Used Volvo is offered in the following submodels: Sedan,
Wagon. Available styles include 4dr Wagon, and 4dr Sedan. Consumer ratings and reviews are
also available for the Volvo and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the 4. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Volvo
and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg,
safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance
data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written
by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you
can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and
comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay
attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's
enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in
the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life.
Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used,
or certified pre-owned CPO Volvo for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale
near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Volvo
Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles,
including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid,
warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Volvo Volvo
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. GL model dropped, again. Metallic paint doesn't cost extra this year, air
conditioning gets CFC-free refrigerant and plush floor mats are standard. Sponsored cars
related to the Most helpful consumer reviews 4. FAQ Is the Volvo a good car? The Edmunds
experts tested the both on the road and at the track. You probably care about Volvo fuel
economy, so it's important to know that the gets an EPA-estimated 21 mpg. What about cargo
capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the has
And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Volvo is reliable,
read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's
like to live with the Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the 's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Volvo is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy,
cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the is a good
car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team

Learn more. Other versions include: Learn more. If you're interested in the Volvo , the next
question is, which model is right for you? What do people think of the Volvo ? Edmunds Expert
Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Volvo
and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member
of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Volvo ?
Which Volvo s are available in my area? Can't find a new Volvo s you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Volvo ? Check out
Volvo lease specials. Sign Up. The Volvo is a compact executive car that was produced by the
Swedish manufacturer Volvo Cars from [10] to The Volvo was shown for the first time in June ,
and the car marked a departure for Volvo, featuring multiple unprecedented features for the
company; these included a transverse 5-cylinder engine driving the front wheels, [11] a
Delta-link rear axle, a side impact protection system , and a self-adjusting front seat belt
mechanism. Development of what would become the series first began in The so-called Project
Galaxy [12] ultimately resulted in the Volvo , the smaller series, new manufacturing
technologies as well as the Volvo Modular engine and M Gearbox lines. When development had
finished, Volvo had spent the highest sum in the history of the country on an industrial project
in Sweden. The Volvo was introduced in Europe in June , [15] as a model year car. It was
launched with the slogan "A dynamic car with four unique innovations" [16] which referred to
the newly developed five cylinder transverse engine, the Delta-link rear axle, [17] the Side
Impact Protection System SIPS , [18] and the self-adjusting seatbelt reel for the front seats. For
the , Volvo created what it called "Delta-link semi-independent rear suspension". Volvo held a U.
The automobile also has a tight turning circle, By comparison, later large Volvos had a The
estate version of the went on sale in February , [16] on all markets. The saloon features an
interior space of 2. This is slightly more than the 2. This space is achieved by mounting the
in-line 5-cylinder engine transversely from the left to the right of the car under the hood.
Beginning in , a facelift for all subsequent models was introduced; this facelift subtly altered the
visual appearance of the car, featuring new front and rear bumpers, new headlights and
indicators on the outside, and a new switchgear on the inside. Other options during the model
run included features such as traction control , leather interior, power glass sunroof , power
seats, heated seats, remote keyless entry, automatic climate control, and automatic
transmission. In , a "Platinum" edition of the Turbo was available. The interior was fitted with
leather seats and burled walnut accents. Only 1, of these were imported for the U. In , the Turbo
was rebadged as the "T For , the special limited edition T-5R was offered, and was a commercial
success, leading Volvo to produce a second run in The engine was mated to a 4-speed
automatic transmission or 5-speed manual transmission, the latter of which was not available in
the United States. The T-5R was renowned as a sleeper car; despite its boxy, understated
appearance, it boasted a drag coefficient of 0. The top speed was electronically limited to The
vehicle came standard with Pirelli P-Zero tyres, providing lateral grip of 0. The engine tuning
was co-developed with Porsche, as was the transmission and other powertrain components.
Porsche also aided in designing some of the interior, such as the Alcantara seat inserts. These
cars came as standard with nearly every feature available, only a handful of options â€” such as
heated rear seats â€” were available. On the North American market only two options could be
chosen, a trunk-mounted Alpine 6-CD changer and no-cost 16" wheels for a smoother, more
comfortable ride and driveability in snow when using all-season tires. Also included in the T-5R
package was a front bumper with a lip, rear spoiler, side skirts, polished aluminum door sills,
special graphite leather and Alcantara seats, and a black interior with deep walnut wood grain
accents. Both yellow and black versions came with the same black interior as the only choice.
The T-5R has an additional badge to the left of the "" on the trunk, referred to as "The
Motorsport badge". The T-5R featured side airbags installed in the seat cushions. The side
airbags were integrated into the rest of the Volvo model line the following year as an option, and
became standard a year after that; other manufacturers soon followed suit. The car was also
fitted with an early example of daytime running lamps. Also, just like the , it had three-point
seatbelts at all five seating positions previously, cars had only a lap belt for the center rear seat.
Colour distribution was limited in some countries i. Two white, two Aubergine and three grey
T-5Rs were also produced. The white and aubergine cars were preproduction cars whereas the
grey ones were produced by special demand for the Arabian market. Both aubergines, at least
one grey and at least one white T-5R were still registered in Sweden as late as In the spring of ,
Volvo introduced a new high-performance Volvo as a replacement for the hugely successful
limited edition T-5R. In the U. Cream yellow was discontinued for the R. The saloon featured a
newly designed rear spoiler; spoiler was now standard on the estate. For a limited time in only,
Volvo offered a new heavy duty manual transmission designed specifically for the R excluding
U. Furthermore, the M59 equipped cars were fitted with the BT4 2. Due to encumbrances placed

on engine volume by the Italian government, Rs sold in Italy were based on the 2. Available as a
model [45] it came only in estate configuration, featured standard all-wheel drive and was only
available on certain markets. All cars were equipped with the new 2. Visual features included
front and rear mudflaps, the exhaust exiting on the right rear with the bumper being provisioned
for dual outlets and specific AWD badging. The Estates were driven by Rickard Rydell and Jan
Lammers and Volvo finished eighth in the Manufacturers' standings of the championship. For ,
TWR built a Saloon version, with the switch from Estate to Saloon being made mainly due to
changes in BTCC regulations regarding aerodynamic aids which effectively ended any chance
of the Estate being competitive. With Rickard Rydell and Tim Harvey driving, the Saloons
qualified on pole position 12 times and won six races, with Volvo placing third in the
Manufacturers Championship. In , an improved Saloon competed in the championship with
Rickard Rydell and Kelvin Burt driving, achieving five race wins. Volvo also competed in the
Super Touring category with the across Europe and in Australia in this era. It entered the
Australian Super Touring Championship with an estate version driven by Scott in and an saloon
by Brock in and Jim Richards in Two cars were entered in the Bathurst Official website. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model made by Volvo Car Corporation. Motor vehicle.
Front engine front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Petrol: 2. Volvo before facelift, notice
different front bumper, airdam and headlights DE. Retrieved Archived from the original on Volvo
Car Corporation. Volvo AB. Retrieved â€” via Youtube. Volvo Saloon or Sedan". Ford
Communications Network. Elsworth 2 October The New York Times. Online Media Ltd. Popular
Mechanics. Hearst Magazines. February Retrieved â€” via Google Books. Jonas Bonde. Volvo
Group AB. Auto Evolution. A Dictionary of Modern Design eBook. Consumer Guide. Archived
PDF from the original on 29 January Popular Mechanics : April Volvo Car UK Ltd. Archived PDF
from the original on Volvo Cars of North America. The Independent. Auto Bild. Brochure" PDF.
Haymarket, Pub. Volvo Deutschland GmbH. Car and Driver. Ziff-Davis Publishing Company.
Categories : Volvo vehicles Sedans Station wagons Sports sedans Touring cars Mid-size cars
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Hidden categories: CS1 Swedish-language sources sv CS1 Romanian-language sources ro CS1
German-language sources de CS1 Dutch-language sources nl Articles with short description
Short description matches Wikidata Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from January Commons category
link from Wikidata Official website not in Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jan Wilsgaard [4] Compact executive car D.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Volvo Small family car. Compact executive car.
Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90 Cross Country. The Volvo Series or and Series is a
range of mid-size cars produced by Swedish company Volvo Cars from to , with more than 2.
The series overlapped production of the Volvo Series to As the Series remained popular, only
the Series was displaced by the Series, which Volvo marketed alongside the for another decade.
The was replaced by the Series in , a year before the was discontinued. Production of the ended
on 14 May , after nearly 20 years. The looked much like the earlier and , for they shared the
same body shell and were largely the same from the cowl rearward. However, the incorporated
many of the features and design elements tried in the Volvo VESC ESV in , which was a
prototype experiment in car safety. The overall safety of the driver and passengers in the event
of a crash was greatly improved with very large front and rear end crumple zones. Another main
change was to the engines, which were now of an overhead cam design. The series also
received a V6 engine in lieu of the 's inline-six. The Series had MacPherson strut -type front
suspension, which increased room around the engine bay, while the rear suspension was a
modified version of that fitted to the Series. The steering was greatly improved with the
installation of rack-and-pinion steering , with power steering fitted as standard to the GL, DL
and GL, and there were some modifications made to the braking system in particular the master
cylinder. The front end of the car was also completely restyled with a "shovel nose" which
closely resembled that of the ESV prototype vehicle â€” that being the most obvious change
which made the Series distinguishable from the earlier and Series. Other than all the changes
mentioned above, the Series was almost identical to the and Series from the bulkhead to the
very rear end. In , a facelift meant a redesigned rear end for sedans, with wraparound taillights
and a trunk opening with a lower lip. All models were available with a choice of four-speed
manual or a three-speed automatic transmission. Overdrive was also optional on the manual
GL, while a five-speed manual gearbox was optional on the GL and GL. In the autumn of for the
model year in America , the DL estate became available alongside the existing range, and this
was the first production Volvo estate to be powered by a six-cylinder engine. The choice of
gearboxes was also improved, with overdrive now available as an option in all manual models

except the base-model L and L. As before, a three-speed automatic was optional in every model.
The B21A engine gained three horsepower; a new steering wheel and gearknob were also
introduced. The raw bodies were sent from Sweden to Grugliasco for lengthening, reinforcing,
and finishing. In the grille was altered, now with a chrome surround. Rear view mirrors were
now black, while the front seats were changed as were the emblems, while interval wipers were
introduced. The model year brought a full facelift front and rear, the most obvious change being
the adoption of flush fitting square headlamps in place of the recessed circular units, whilst the
sedans received new wraparound rear lamp clusters and a restyled leading edge to the trunk lid,
although the rear of the wagons remained unchanged. The GLE was added while the L was
cancelled, and the six-cylinder diesel arrived late in the year. For there was yet another new
grille, while the station wagons received new, wraparound taillights. The Turbo arrived, while
six-cylinder models now had a more powerful 2. The instrument pod itself, which had been
unaltered since the model year Series, was also redesigned. Incremental improvements were
made almost every year of the production run. One of the major improvements was the
introduction of the oxygen sensor in North America in late models , which Volvo called Lambda
Sond and developed in conjunction with Bosch. It added a feedback loop to the K-Jetronic fuel
injection system already in use, which allowed fine-tuning of the air and fuel mixture and
therefore produced superior emissions, drivability and fuel economy. In the domestic Swedish
market, the could be had with a 2. The GLT and Turbo versions received a taller grille. About
one-third of all s sold were station wagons , which featured very large cargo space of 41 cubic
feet 1. The jumpseat came with three-point seat belts, and wagons were designed to have a
reinforced floor section, protecting the occupants of the jumpseat in the event of a rear-end
collision. A Volvo DL was driven by IKEA founder Ingvar Kemprad, who stopped driving it when
he was told the car was too dangerous due to outdated safety design two decades later. The
last produced was a blue station wagon built to the Italian specification and named the "Polar
Italia", currently displayed at the Volvo World Museum. The series was offered with three
families of engines. Most s were equipped with Volvo's own red block , 2. Both overhead valve
and overhead cam versions of the red block engines were installed in s. The B20 was used only
in the early years and subsequently replaced by the B19 , a smaller version of the B Power of
the carburetted versions increased for the model year. Known as the PRV family, they were
developed in a three-way partnership among Volvo, Peugeot and Renault , diesel models are
powered by diesel engines purchased from Volkswagen. In Greece and Israel the 1. The series
retained the B20A inline-four engine from the Series in certain markets, with the new B21A
engine available as an option on the DL models. The US and Canadian series ranges were not
identical; the B21A carbureted engine was never available in the US, but was the base engine in
Canada from through All s were fuel-injected in the US market; the carbureted B20 and B21
engines were not available due to emissions regulations. The turbocharged B21FT engines were
available from to Beginning in , the engine displacement for non-turbo engines was increased to
2. From on, Canadian models received the US model engines, usually in state form, except for
the Turbo which was only available with California emission controls. The models had a
completely new degree V6 B27E engine, sometimes called the "Douvrin". This engine was
unusual at the time, being composed of many small parts in a modular design as opposed to a
monolithic engine block and head. In fuel-injected form, the B27F was introduced to the US in
the series. Volvo increased engine displacement to 2. The updated B engine used in the final
years of the and models did not suffer from the same premature camshaft wear as the earlier
PRV engines. Volvo's new diesel engine was purchased from Volkswagen and was a
six-cylinder iteration of the ones installed in diesel Volkswagen and Audi vehicles at the time. At
the time of introduction, the six-cylinder Volvo was one of the fastest as well as quietest diesels
sold. A Bosch mechanical injection system is used that requires constant electrical input so
that the fuel supply can be cut off when the ignition key is removed. The lesser D20 engine was
the same as installed in the contemporary Audi ; it was only sold in select markets where it was
favoured by the tax structures. Most D5s went to Finland but it was also marketed in Italy
between and The diesel had originally been intended to be sold North America first and
foremost, but in actuality the D24 only became available in the North American market
beginning with the model year. After the US diesel market collapsed, sales decreased to ever
smaller numbers and it was discontinued after the model year. The series cars were identified
initially by badges on their trunk lid or rear hatch in a manner similar to the system used for
previous models. Throughout the series' production, different levels of luxury were available for
purchase. The actual equipment and availability of a particular trim level varied depending on
the market. The letters normally appear on the trunk lid or rear hatch of the car except for during
MY and had originally represented the following, although by the s the letter codes had officially
lost any underlying meaning: [30]. The 4 and 6 codes soon lost their original meaning as

signifying the number of cylinders with the introduction of B17 -engined four-cylinder Volvo s
for export to Greece and Israel in the late s. There was also a six-cylinder GLT in some markets,
as well as both six- and five-cylinder diesels labelled The second digit now only denoted how
luxurious the car was. Several trim levels were special offerings only available during certain
years or for unique body styles:. Sometimes, the engine type of a car was also designated by
badging. In some instances, these badges were omitted, replaced trim level badges, or even
used in combination with them:. The Turbo model was discontinued in early Quad indicates two
headlamps per side; all others one headlamp per side [35]. Volvo produced a prototype for a
hatchback version in , badged the Volvo GL , but it was not chosen for mass production and is
now on display in the Volvo World Museum in Gothenburg , Sweden. Volvo also produced a
prototype in called the GTC Turbo , which had roof pillars similar to that of a C, and a body
design of a GT. It also came with striping on the sides, close to the bottom of the car with the
word turbo on it to make it seem lower than it actually was. It was originally planned to have two
engine choices, a 16 valve I4 engine made for racing , and a turbocharged version of the B21
Redblock I4 engine which was under construction. Despite its non-sporting image, the Volvo
was a successful competitor in touring car racing in the s. In Volvo produced evolution version
of the Turbo with a larger turbocharger and other performance modifications. All of these
special cars were exported to the United States with the special equipment kit in the trunk of
each car. All , except for one car which was returned to Sweden, were subsequently stripped of
their GpA homologation equipment and sold as standard road cars. This was allowed under the
Group A regulations, the cars only having to have been made and not necessarily sold.
Nevertheless, it did lead to protests from other teams, until Volvo was able to produce proof
that the cars had indeed been manufactured. Nevertheless, the Turbo proved a successful
competitor, and in won the Zolder round of the European Touring Car Championship. Volvo
Motor Sport, VMS, did not run the cars directly, instead contracting the services of established
teams to prepare and manage them, with technical assistance from VMS. The Eggenberger
Motorsport team was the most successful of these. In , Volvo signed Swiss engine guru Ruedi
Eggenberger to run its works team. Around the world, other teams were also running the Volvo
T with fair degrees of success. Francevic won the Australian Touring Car Championship the
first and only time that the title had been won by a Volvo driver and the first time since its
inception in that it had been won with a car powered by a turbocharged engine. The Volvo Turbo
won the 24 Hours of Zolder in and Volvo withdrew from the sport at the end of the season, partly
because of the RAS team being found guilty of using non-approved race fuel, but primarily
because the T had achieved what it set out to do. Volvo did not return to touring car racing until
the advent of super touring racing in the early s, with the model. The also enjoyed some
success in other branches of motorsport. Although Volvo had pulled out of rallying in the early
s, the Turbo did see action as a Group A rally car in the mids, but without works backing it met
with only limited success. The normally aspirated version remained eligible for international
competition until , and to this day the remains a popular clubman's rally car in Scandinavia.
This is a championship for amateur rally drivers using Volvo s, s and s. In the interests of cost
control, only very limited modifications are allowed to the cars. The series attracts large
numbers of competitors, attracted by its low cost and by the Volvo's rear-drive handling and
reliability. Because it is cheap and robust, the has also become very common in folkrace
competitions. In the UK the is popular for banger racing , due to its strength. The Volvo is now a
common choice alongside Ford Granadas and Jaguars for using at unlimited banger meetings.
In the United States, s regularly appear in low-budget endurance racing series such as 24 Hours
of LeMons , where the reliability, durability, and easy parts availability are appreciated. From
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